CHAPTERV
CONCLUSIONS A...ND SUGESTTONS
5.1

CoJH:iu:siun~

After analyzing the data, conclusions are drawn as the following:
l. There are 6 process found in 6 (six news) of Analisa newspaper, they are

:\Jatcria1 process is 56.5 %, Mental process is 3.8 %, Relational process is 2.8

..

%. Verbal process is 35.2 %, Existential process is 1.8%. So Jar the Processes
occur in Analisa ne\vspapcr are found 108 (one hund1ed eight).
"

There are eight types of circumstance
proportions of circumstance arc the circumstance Extent, circumstance
Location Spatial is 4.3.5%, Manner circumstance is 6.4%, Cause circumstance

is l.6%, Contingency circumst,oce is 4.8%, Angel circumstance is 3.2%, and
.-\ccompanimcnt circumstance is 8.1 %.

3. Thi:: dominant type of process is material process (56.5 %).
4. The dominant type of circumstance is circumstance Location Spatia] (43.5%)

5. The dominallt tYPe of process (material and circwnstance location occurred in
A.ni.!lisa newspaper are it int1uenced by social context. Social context is

grouped into tile context of th;:. situation (register), culture (genre) and

ideology.
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\\'ith reference to tht! conclusioi1s, suggestions are staged as the following.
l . Th~ finding:) of this research can be used to fulfill a better understanding for
the rcodcrs of Analisa newspaper. If the readers would like to be a

researchers arc suggested to analyze all clauses in the newspapers precisely
from other ~pects of linguistic theory more detail to prove that newspaper
is also potentially an:!lyzcd not only from the literary point of view but also
from the linguistic perspective.

expcricnLi <d function in newspaper. Language in newspaper is greatly

inf1ucnccd by the mission or voice of the newspaper itself, so, it is suggested
for the \vri:er to propose a balance argumentation to a certain social issuelt

is suggested for the other researchers to make a detailed analysis of the
experiential function in newspaper.
.> .

T he newsp::.per should usc a simple thematic development in order to avoid

misunde:-s:u:1ding between

th~

writers and its readers. Because there are

some ncws1:apcr have contains ofnews not match with title. So the readers
wnfuse to meaning of the writer.

It is suggested that the students of applied Linguistics to be exposed to a
wide range of journalistic texts. In order to make them get wider horizons of
j vumalisti<.: discourse especially exposed to texts in electronic media, such
~o..;

!hose ufthe television broadcasting or internet.
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